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The Ersa STR 100 stacking rack can be used for combining 
two soldering stations, e.g. the DIG 2000 A electronic station 
with the vacuum unit as required (see adjacent illustration) 
in a practical and space-saving way.

The Ersa STR 200 stacking rack can be used for combining 
two i-CON soldering stations or one i-CON station with any 
other Ersa soldering station.

STR 100/STR 200
Stacking racks for a well-organized workplace  
(Delivery without soldering stations)

The Ersa SR 100 solder wire dispenser is extremely durable 
and can accept solder wire reels of up to 1,000 g. 

Optimal unwinding of different reels is ensured by a conical 
centering nut.

The flexibly mounted solder wire guide is suitable for all cur-
rent solder wire diameters and allows unwinding in the de-
sired direction without having to change the location of the 
SR 100. 

Available as an accessory and easily retrofitted, the Ersa 
SR 101 kit allows simultaneous use of a second spool.

For changing all internally heated soldering and desoldering 
tips as well as hot-air nozzles, we recommend tip exchanger 
3ZT00164 with flat nose pliers and side cutter. These special 
pliers allow tips to be replaced safely and protectively, even 
when hot.

Ersa SR 100 solder wire dispenser

Ersa tip exchanger

SR 100
Solder wire dispenser (delivery without  
solder wire)

SR 101
Retrofit kit for a second solder wire spool, 
optionally available 
(Delivery without solder wire and SR 100)

3ZT00164
Tip exchanger with flat nose pliers and 
side cutter

Order no. Description

0STR100 STR 100 stacking rack to arrange soldering stations (except i-CON) in a safe and space-saving way on the workbench 

0STR200 STR 200 stacking rack to arrange the Ersa i-CON soldering stations in a safe and space-saving way on the workbench

Order no. Description Solder wire spools Spool receiver diameter 

0SR100 SR 100 solder wire dispenser for one spool 250 g, 500 g, 1,000 g 14 mm

0SR101 Retrofit kit SR 101 for a 2nd spool 250 g, 500 g, 1,000 g 14 mm

Order no. Description Application

3ZT00164 Tip exchanger For changing all internally heated Ersa soldering tips and desoldering tips  
of the 422/452 desoldering tip series and 802 hot-air nozzles
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